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Adaptive Neural Control of Uncertain MIMO
Nonlinear Systems
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Abstract—In this paper, adaptive neural control schemes are
proposed for two classes of uncertain multi-input/multi-output
(MIMO) nonlinear systems in block-triangular forms. The MIMO
systems consist of interconnected subsystems, with couplings in the
forms of unknown nonlinearities and/or parametric uncertainties
in the input matrices, as well as in the system interconnections
without any bounding restrictions. Using the block-triangular
structure properties, the stability analyses of the closed-loop
MIMO systems are shown in a nested iterative manner for all the
states. By exploiting the special properties of the affine terms of
the two classes of MIMO systems, the developed neural control
schemes avoid the controller singularity problem completely
without using projection algorithms. Semiglobal uniform ultimate
boundedness (SGUUB) of all the signals in the closed-loop of
MIMO nonlinear systems is achieved. The outputs of the systems
are proven to converge to a small neighborhood of the desired
trajectories. The control performance of the closed-loop system
is guaranteed by suitably choosing the design parameters. The
proposed schemes offer systematic design procedures for the
control of the two classes of uncertain MIMO nonlinear systems.
Simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the
approach.

Index Terms—Adaptive neural control, backstepping, block-tri-
angular form, multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear
systems, neural networks (NN).

I. INTRODUCTION

I N practice, most practical systems considered are nonlinear
and multivariable in character. It is of certainty that the

control theory for nonlinear multivariable systems will find
immediate and wide applications. For multi-input/multi-output
(MIMO) nonlinear systems, the control problem is very
complicated due to the couplings among various inputs and
outputs. It becomes in general very difficult to deal with when
there exist uncertain parameters and/or unknown nonlinear
functions in the input coupling matrix. Due to these difficulties,
it is noticed that in comparison with the vast amount of results
on controller design for single-input/single-output (SISO)
nonlinear systems in the control literature, there are relatively
fewer results available for the broader class of MIMO nonlinear
systems. Based on feedback linearization [36], several adaptive
control schemes have been proposed for certain classes of
MIMO nonlinear systems with parametric uncertainties in
the input coupling matrix (see, e.g., [15], [31], [32]). In these
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schemes, to remove the couplings of system inputs, an estimate
of “the decoupling matrix” is usually needed and required to be
invertible during parameter adaptation. Therefore, additional
efforts have to be made to avoid the possible singularity
problem when calculating the inverse of the estimated “de-
coupling matrix,” e.g., by using projection algorithm [31] to
keep the estimated parameters inside a feasible set in which
the singularity problem does not happen. The disadvantage of
using projection is that, it usually requires a priori knowledge
for the feasible parameter set and no systematic procedure is
available for constructing such a set for a general plant [34].

Since the 1990s, backstepping [7], [9] has become one of the
most popular design methods for a large class of SISO nonlinear
systems. The advantages of backstepping methodology include
that: i) global stability can be achieved with ease; ii) the tran-
sient performance can be guaranteed and explicitly analyzed;
and iii) it has the flexibility to avoid cancellations of useful non-
linearities compared with the feedback linearization techniques
[36]. It is noticed that in comparison with the large amount of
work on backstepping design for SISO nonlinear triangular sys-
tems, only a few results (e.g., [9], [27]–[30], etc.) are available
in applying backstepping design to uncertain MIMO nonlinear
systems. This is mainly due to the difficulties in coping with the
uncertainties in the input and output coupling matrices. As indi-
cated in [29], sometimes even the presentation of MIMO forms
in a meaningful manner becomes a difficult task. Backstepping
adaptive control is presented in [9] for MIMO nonlinear sys-
tems in a parametric strict feedback form but with no para-
metric uncertainties in the input matrix. In [27], backstepping
design was extended to multiinput nonlinear systems in the gen-
eralized normal form. Linear high-gain control is investigated
for semiglobal robust stabilization of MIMO nonlinear system,
which is more general than the generalized normal form in [30].
However, it is well known that high gain control is undesirable
in practice, because it may excite the unmodeled dynamics and
destroy the stability of the closed-loop system, and it may not
even be achievable by actuation [24]. Recently, adaptive robust
control schemes were proposed for MIMO nonlinear systems
in semistrict feedback forms with known input matrix [29]. In
all of these works, the system interconnections are either known
functions [27], [28], [30], or bounded by known nonlinear func-
tions [29], and there is no unknown nonlinear function in the
input coupling matrices. Moreover, for the case when unknown
nonlinear functions exist in both the input coupling matrices
and the system interconnections (with no bounding restrictions),
very few results are available in the literature. These results in-
dicate that the control of coupled uncertain MIMO nonlinear
systems remains to be a difficult problem, and is still open in
the control area.
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As an alternative, following the pioneering works [1], [10],
[11] on controlling nonlinear dynamical systems using neural
networks, there has been tremendous interest in the study of
adaptive neural control of uncertain nonlinear systems with un-
known nonlinearities, and a great deal of progress has been
made both in theory and practical applications, see, e.g., [2],
[3], [5], [6] and the references therein for a survey of recent
development.

In the literature of adaptive neural control, neural networks
are mostly used as approximation models for the unknown
nonlinearities due to their inherent approximation capabilities.
With the help of neural networks (NN) approximation, it is
not necessary to spend much effort on system modeling which
might be very difficult in some cases. In the earlier neural
control schemes, optimization techniques were mainly used
to derive parameter adaptation laws, and the feasibility of
such neural control schemes were demonstrated via numerous
empirical studies with little analytical results for stability
and performance. To overcome these problems, some elegant
adaptive neural control approaches based on Lyapunov’s
stability theory have been proposed for nonlinear systems with
certain types of matching conditions [10]–[19], as well as non-
linear triangular systems without the requirement of matching
conditions [20]–[24]. The advantage of these approaches is
that stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed, and the
performance and robustness properties are readily determined.
Semiglobal uniform ultimate boundedness of all the signals
in the closed-loop is achieved and the output of the system
is proven to converge to a small neighborhood of the desired
trajectory.

The aforementioned works demonstrate that adaptive neural
control is particularly suitable for controlling highly uncertain,
nonlinear, and complex systems. However, similar to the situ-
ation in the control literature without using neural networks or
any other universal function approximators, there are only a few
results available in the literature on adaptive neural control of
nonlinear MIMO systems (e.g., [3], [4], [25]). In [3], [4], adap-
tive neural network controllers were proposed for special classes
of MIMO nonlinear robotic systems, using several nice prop-
erties of the robotic systems. Energy-type Lyapunov functions
are chosen to develop the stable neural controller and adapta-
tion laws. In [25], an adaptive neural control approach was pro-
posed for a class of MIMO nonlinear systems with a triangular
structure in control inputs. By using the triangular property, in-
tegral-type Lyapunov functions are introduced to construct a
Lyapunov-based control structure, which does not try to cancel
the “decoupling matrix” to approximately linearize the system.
However, due to the integral operation, the obtained controller
is complicated and difficult to use in practice.

In this paper, we consider adaptive neural control of uncertain
MIMO nonlinear systems in block-triangular forms. The pur-
pose of this paper is to investigate how far adaptive neural con-
trol can achieve for MIMO nonlinear systems. First, we present
two classes of uncertain MIMO nonlinear systems in block-tri-
angular forms. Denoted as and (as will be detailed in
Sections II and IV, respectively), the MIMO systems considered
are composed of interconnected subsystems, with couplings in
the forms of unknown nonlinearities in the input matrices, as

well as in the system interconnections without any bounding
restrictions. Such MIMO systems cannot be controlled by the
adaptive or robust control schemes in the classical control liter-
ature.

Compared with the MIMO system considered in [25], the
block-triangular MIMO systems in this paper are more general
in system state interconnections. Specifically, system intercon-
nections in [25] only appear in the last equation of each sub-
system, while in this paper, they appear in every equation of each
subsystem. The more general form makes it difficult to conclude
the stability of the whole system by stability analysis of indi-
vidual subsystem separately. Tto conduct stability analysis for
the whole closed-loop system, we make full use of the block-tri-
angular structure properties. We first design for each subsystem
a full state feedback controller, and then conclude the stability
of the entire system states in a nested iterative manner. In other
words, since the state variables of one subsystem may be em-
bedded in another subsystem, and no bounding restrictions are
imposed on the uncertain system interconnections, the proof of
the stability analysis does not follow immediately after the con-
trollers have been designed as in the standard backstepping de-
sign. We can only prove the stability by following a specific
order from one state variable in a subsystem to another state
variable in another subsystem. With the deployment of NN ap-
proximation, the uncertain MIMO systems, with complicated
couplings and unknown nonlinearities, can be controlled using
adaptive neural design. By exploiting the special properties of
the affine terms of the two classes of MIMO systems and

, the developed schemes avoid the controller singularity
problem completely without using projection algorithms. The
developed scheme achieves semiglobal uniform ultimate bound-
edness of all the signals in the closed-loop of the MIMO sys-
tems. The outputs of the system are proven to converge to a
small neighborhood of the desired trajectories. The control per-
formance of the closed-loop system is guaranteed by suitably
choosing the design parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the first class of uncertain MIMO systems and
the control problem. In Section III, an adaptive neural control
scheme is presented for uncertain MIMO nonlinear system

. For the second class of partially known MIMO nonlinear
system , which contains both unknown nonlinear functions
and constant parametric uncertainties, another adaptive neural
control scheme is proposed in Section IV. Simulation results
are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach
in Section V. Section VI contains the conclusions.

Throughout this paper, the following notations are used.

• stands for Euclidean norm of vectors and induced
norm of matrices.

• and denote the largest and smallest
eigenvalues of a square matrix , respectively.

• and denote the ideal neural weights, respectively,
and the estimates of neural weights, de-
notes the error between and .

• and are integer indices, denotes the order of the th
subsystem, is the order difference between
the th and th subsystems, and denotes the subscription
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of the th component of the corresponding items in the th
subsystem.

• denotes the th state of the th subsystem,
, and

denotes the vector of partial state variables in the th sub-
system as defined, and denotes
the state variables of the complete system.

• and are the input and output of the th subsystem.
For the convenience of stability analysis, let us present the

the following technical lemmas of bounded-input and bounded
output property for stable dynamic inequalities.

Lemma 1.1: Let function be a continuous function
defined and bounded, and be real-
valued function. If the following inequality holds:

(1)

where , are constants, then we can conclude that
is bounded.

Proof: Multiplying both side by , (1) becomes

(2)

Integrating it over , we have

(3)

By noting the following inequality:

(4)

we know that if is bounded, then is
bounded. Let , then (3) becomes

(5)

We can readily conclude the boundedness of .
Remark 1.1: Apparently, might be larger than

, but it will never explode up as it is bounded by
. The actual maximum size

of the bound is a function of its initial value , the stable
coefficient , the input gain , and the actual input . This
result can be regarded as the bounded-input–bounded-output
property of stable dynamic inequality (1).

Corollary 1.1: Let function be a continuous func-
tion defined and bounded. If the following in-
equality holds:

(6)

where , are constants, then we can conclude that
is bounded.

Lemma 1.2: Consider the positive function given by

(7)

where and with
, , , and constants
, and are

dimensionally compatible matrices. If the following inequality
holds:

(8)

then, given any initial compact set defined by

(9)
we can conclude that

i) the states and weights in the closed-loop system will re-
main in the compact set defined by

ii) the states and weights will eventually converge to the
compact sets defined by

(10)
where constants

(11)

(12)

with , and
.

Proof: In fact, the results of this Lemma is quite apparent
by noticing the results of Lemma 1.1 or the Corollary 1.1 and
the particular definition of in (7). For completeness, it is
shown in details below. Multiplying (8) by yields

(13)

Integrating (13) over leads to

(14)

where
.
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i) Uniform Boundedness (UB)
From (14), we have

(15)

From (7), we have

(16)

(17)

then, by combining with (15), we have

(18)

where and are given in (11). Since
and , we have

(19)

(20)

i.e.,

(21)

(22)

ii) Uniformly Ultimate Boundedness (UUB)
From (14), (16) and (17), we have

(23)

(24)

If it so happens that , then
.

If , from (23), we can conclude that given
any , there exists , such that for any ,
we have . Specifically, given any

(25)

then

(26)

and

(27)

where is defined in (12).

Fig. 1. Compact sets in Lemma 1.2.

Similar conclusion can be made about and
as defined in (12).

Remark 1.2: In Lemma 1.2, there are three compact sets:
initial compact set, , bounding compact sets , and the steady
state compact set . The relationship among the three compact
sets is illustrated in Fig. 1. From the detailed analysis, we know
that: i) the size of affacts , but not , and ii) (i.e., the
steady state errors and ) can be made smaller by changing
the appropriate parameters , , , and .

Remark 1.3: Lemma 1.2 gives an explicit theoretical expla-
nation of approximation based control techniques in the litera-
ture. Give any initial set of control parameters , ,
if inequality (8) holds, then we know that and are
bounded in . Accordingly, we can construct a stable adaptive
neural network controller easily if the neural network is chosen
large enough to cover for bounded initial conditions. The nice
thing is that the larger the is, the larger the is. As the actual
sizes of and are not specified in advance, they can really
be made as large as deemed necessary in practical applications
for any given size of initial condition. Theoretically speaking, it
follows the definition of SGUUB in the sense that bounded ini-
tial conditions guarantee the boundedness of all the signals in
the closed-loop system provided the neural network is chosen
to cover a compact set of sufficiently large size. For clarity, it
will not be repeated again and again in the paper, but is under-
stood as such.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES

Here, we describe the first class of uncertain MIMO nonlinear
system in the following block-triangular form as shown in (28)
at the bottom of the next page, where , are
the states of the th subsystem, and are the
input and output of the th subsystem, respectively; and

( and ) are unknown non-
linear smooth functions, , , and are positive integers,
and is defined as

Remark 2.1: Note that is the order difference between
the th and th subsystems. The introduction of the notation

is very important in analyzing the MIMO
system (28). To help readers to understand the notation better,
let us consider the following two cases:
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i) When , we have . Accordingly,
, which is exactly the state variables of the th sub-

system.
ii) When , we have two situations to consider. If

, then the corresponding variable vector
does not exist, and does not appear in the functions in
(28). If , then represents the max-
imum state variables of the th subsystem which are em-
bedded in the th subsystem.

Remark 2.2: As examples, consider the following two block-
triangular MIMO systems

(29)
where with , , 2,
and

(30)

where , , 2, , 2,

, and .
System shows the case when the orders of the subsystems

are the same , while system demonstrates the
situation when the orders of the subsystems are different (

, ). These two cases show how the state variables of one
subsystem are embedded into the other subsystem according to
the values of as stated above in Remark 1.

Compared with the MIMO system considered in [25],
where the system interconnections are only limited to

, the above block-triangular MIMO system (28)
has the most system interconnections that the approach,
which we are going to present, can handle due to the in-
troduction of . The system interconnections are
represented by terms and

, ,
, as well as by terms

and . Note that
are very general in the sense that they

include not only the system states , but also the system inputs
, where are the control signals of the

th subsystems directly passing through to the th
subsystem.

Notice that the affine terms ,
are assumed to be independent of the states

. By utilizing this special structure property,
which can be found in many practical systems (see, e.g., [5]
and the references therein), the controller singularity problem
is avoided, and the stability of the resulting adaptive system
is guaranteed without the requirement for the integral-type
Lyapunov function [25].

The control objective is to design adaptive neural controller
for system (28) such that: i) all the signals in the closed-loop
remain semiglobally uniformly ultimately bounded and ii) the
output follows the desired trajectories generated from the
following smooth, bounded reference model

(31)

where are the states,
, , are the system outputs, ,

are known smooth nonlinear functions.
In control engineering, radial basis function (RBF) NNs are

usually used as a tool for modeling nonlinear functions because
of their good capabilities in function approximation [35]. In this
paper, the following RBF NN [16] is used to approximate the
continuous function

(32)

where the input vector , weight vector
, the NN node number ; and

with

(33)
where is the center of the receptive
field and is the width of the Gaussian function.

It has been proven that network (32) can approximate any
smooth function over a compact set to arbitrarily any
accuracy as

(34)

where is ideal constant weights vector, and is the
approximation error. The stability results obtained in NN control
literature are semiglobal in the sense that, as long as the input
variables of the NNs remain within some prefixed compact
set where the compact set can be made as
large as desired, there exists controller(s) with sufficiently
large number of NN nodes such that all the signals in the
closed-loop remain bounded.

(28)
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Assumption 2.1: There exist ideal constant weights such
that with constant for all .

The ideal weight vector is an “artificial” quantity re-
quired for analytical purposes. is defined as the value of

that minimizes for all , i.e.,

(35)

RBF NN represents a class of linearly parameterized approxi-
mators, and can be replaced by any other linearly parameterized
approximators such as spline functions [33] or fuzzy systems
[18]. Moreover, nonlinearly parameterized approximators, such
as multilayer neural network (MNN), can be linearized as lin-
early parameterized approximators, with the higher order terms
of Taylor series expansions being taken as part of the modeling
error, as shown in [5], [17]. The stability and performance prop-
erties of the adaptive system using nonlinearly parameterized
approximators can be analyzed following the similar procedures
therein. It is omitted here for clarity and conciseness.

III. ADAPTIVE NEURAL CONTROL DESIGN FOR

In the following derivation of the adaptive neural controller,
NN approximation is only guaranteed within a compact set.
Accordingly, the stability results obtained in this work are
semiglobal in the sense that, as long as the input variables of
the NNs remain within some compact sets, where the compact
sets can be made as large as desired, there exists controller(s)
with sufficiently large number of NN nodes that guarantees all
the signals in the closed-loop remain bounded.

For the control of the uncertain MIMO system (28), we
make the following assumption as commonly being done in the
literature.

Assumption 3.1: The signs of are known, and there
exist constants , ,
such that .

The above assumption implies that smooth functions
are strictly either positive or negative. Without losing generality,
we shall assume .

The derivatives of are given by

(36)

(37)

Clearly, they only depend on states . Because and
are assumed to be smooth functions, they are therefore

bounded within the compact set . Thus, we have the following
assumption.

Assumption 3.2: There exist constants ,
, such that

in the compact set .
For uncertain MIMO nonlinear system (28), we employ the

idea of backstepping to design controllers for all the subsys-
tems of (28). Note that because all subsystems in system (28)
are interconnected, it is difficult to conclude the stability of the
whole system by stability analysis of the individual subsystem
separately. However, due to the block-triangular structure prop-
erty, it is feasible to design for each subsystem a full state feed-
back controller, and prove the stability of the closed-loop MIMO
system in a nested iterative manner.

For the controller design of the th subsystem of (28), an in-
termediate desired feedback control is first shown to exist
which possesses some desired stabilizing properties at the re-
cursive th step, and then the th-order subsubsystem of the
th subsystem is stabilized with respect to a Lyapunov function

by the design of a stabilizing function , where an RBF
neural network is employed to approximate the unknown part in
intermediate desired feedback control . The control law
for the th subsystem is designed in the th step.

Step 1: Define . Its derivative is

(38)

where , . If , then the
corresponding variable vector does not exist.

By viewing as a virtual control input, apparently there
exists a desired feedback control

where is a positive design constant to be specified later,
and are unknown smooth functions of .

Let denote the unknown part
of , with

(39)

By employing an RBF neural network to ap-
proximate , can be expressed as

where denotes the ideal constant weights, and
is the approximation error with constant .

Since is unknown, cannot be realized in practice.
Define , and let

(40)

Then, we have

(41)
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Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

(42)

The derivative of is

(43)

Consider the adaptation law for as

(44)

where and are design constants,

.
Let , with and . Then, (43)

becomes

(45)

By completion of squares, we have

(46)

Because

, by choosing such that
, we have the following inequality

(47)

Step : Define . Its
derivative is

(48)

where , , and if , then
the corresponding variable vector does not exist.

By viewing as a virtual control to stabilize the
-subsubsystem of the th subsystem, there

exists a desired feedback control

where is a design constant to be specified later,
is a function of

and . Therefore, can be expressed as

where

(49)

is computable.
For the desired feedback control , let

denote the unknown part of ,
where

(50)

By employing an RBF neural network to ap-
proximate , can be expressed as

where denotes the ideal constant weights, and
is the approximation error with constant .

Since is unknown, cannot be realized in practice.
Let us define and

(51)

Then, we have

(52)

Remark 3.1: The principle of designing the neural network
as such is to use as few neurons as possible

to approximate the unknown function . Though
is a function of

and , the weight estimates
are not recommended to be taken as inputs

to the NN because of the curse of dimensionality of RBF
NN (see, e.g., [26]). By defining intermediate variables

and , which are available through the computation of
known information, the NN approximation
of the unknown function can be computed by
using the minimal number of NN inputs as given in
(50). The same idea of choosing the inputs of NN is also
used in the following design steps.

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

(53)
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The derivative of is

(54)

Consider the adaptation law for as

(55)
where and are design constants,

.
Let , where and . Then,

(54) becomes

(56)

By completion of squares, we have

(57)

Because
,

by choosing such that ,
we have the following inequality:

(58)

Step : The derivative of is

(59)

To stabilize the th subsystem , there exists a
desired feedback control

where is a design constant to be specified later,
is a function of and

. Therefore, can be expressed as

where

(60)

is computable.
For the desired feedback control , let

denote the unknown part of , where

(61)

By employing an RBF neural network to ap-
proximate , can be expressed

where denotes the ideal constant weights, and
is the approximation error with constant .

Since is unknown, cannot be realized in practice.
Consider

(62)

Then, we have

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

(63)

The derivative of is

(64)

Consider the adaptation law for as

(65)

where and are design constants,

.
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Let , where and . Then,
(64) becomes

(66)

By completion of squares, we have

(67)

Because
, by choosing such that

, we have the following inequality:

(68)

where

If we choose such that , i.e.,

, , where
is a positive constant, and choose and such that

, , then from (68) we have
the following inequality:

(69)

Let . Its derivative is

(70)

where and are positive
constants.

Therefore, according to Lemma 1.2, all and
are uniformly ultimately bounded

for bounded initial conditions. Because of the interconnections
between the subsystems in system (28), we cannot conclude the
stability of the whole closed-loop system by stability analysis of
individual subsystem separately. However, due to the structure
property of system (28), we can prove the stability of the states

of the whole MIMO system in a nested iterative manner, as
will be shown in the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1: Consider the closed-loop system consisting of
the plant (28), the reference model (31), the controllers (62) and
the NN weight updating laws (44), (55), and (65) for all the sub-
systems . Then, for bounded initial conditions,

i) there exist sufficiently large compact sets such that
, , for all ,

and all signals in the closed-loop system remain bounded,
ii) the states and the neural weights

eventually con-
verge to the compact set

(71)

where constants ,
, ,

and with and
, , .

In the following, we will prove the semiglobal stability of
the closed-loop system in part i), and the convergence of output
tracking error in part ii), respectively.

Proof: i) According to Lemma 1.2, we know from (69),
that all and are uni-
formly bounded. Since and are bounded, we
have that the first state of all the subsystems
remain bounded. To prove , re-
main bounded, we need to show that is bounded. Because

in (40) is a function of , and , i.e., a function
of , and , we may not con-
clude the boundedness of immediately as not all the states

, , have been proven bounded yet.
As stated in Remark 1, is the order difference between the th
and th subsystems, and represents the state variables
of the th subsystem which are embedded in the th subsystem.
For clarity of the presentation, we consider the following two
cases.

1) All the subsystems are of the same order, i.e.,
. Accordingly, for the order difference between

the th and th subsystems, ,
, and , , which

means that in (40) is a function of
and . Since the first state of all the subsystems

have been proven bounded, we conclude
that , remain bounded, which in turn
leads to the boundedness of , . Fol-
lowing the same way, we can prove one by one that all

and , , remain
bounded. Therefore, the states of the interconnected
MIMO system (28) remain bounded.
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2) Not all the subsystems are of the same order, i.e., there
exist at least two subsystems (e.g., the th and the th sub-
systems), such that , and . Note
that in this case, we may have . As shown in
Section II, if , then the corresponding vari-
able vector does not exist, and does not appear
in the functions in (28). If , then state vari-
ables of the th subsystem will be embedded in
the th subsystem.

In this case, we cannot prove the boundedness of ,
in one single step as in case 1). We can

only prove the boundedness of some in those th
subsystem(s) first, where is (or s are) determined by
( , in this step)

(72)

with

By choosing the th subsystem(s) in this way, we can pick
only those which are functions of bounded variables

, , and . Accordingly, we conclude that
are bounded. From the boundedness of , and , we
obtain the boundedness of . Next, we will proceed
to prove the boundedness of , and subsequently

by definition, where are determined again by
(72). In fact, according to the block-triangular structure
of system (28), checking condition (72) indicates that the
virtual control has the minimum variable embed-
ding from other subsystems and thus is a function of state
variables which have all been proven bounded already.
Accordingly, can be proven bounded next. In this
way, we can prove one by one that all in (51) and
subsequently, , , , remain
bounded. Thus, the states of the interconnected MIMO
system (28) remain bounded.

Using (62), we conclude that is bounded because it is a
function of bounded variables , and . Sim-
ilarly, we have that controls , , are also bounded.
Thus, all the signals in the closed-loop system remain bounded.
For better understanding to the above stability analysis, two
exemplar MIMO systems will be provided in Remark 3.2 for
demonstration.

Thus, for bounded initial conditions, all signals in the
closed-loop system remain bounded.

ii) From the derivations, we know that

(73)

which can be easily written into the form of (7) as follows:

(74)

where and ,
, .

The uniformly ultimately boundedness follows directly from
Lemma 1.2. The actual size of a residual set depends on the NN
approximation error and controller parameters ,

and . It is easily seen that the increase in the control gain
, adaptation gain and NN node number will result in

a better tracking performance.
Remark 3.2: For MIMO system (28) with many subsystems,

it might become very involved when trying to find out which
state to be proven bounded next. By introducing the checking
condition (72), the determination of and , and subsequently,

and can be easily done. To help readers understand
the above stability analysis for the whole closed-loop system
better, let us consider systems (29) and (30) as exam-
ples for cases 1) and 2), respectively.

a) System (29) for case 1)
After proving the boundedness of and , we

can proceed to prove the boundedness of , , 2,
because (40) is a function of , , and .
Since the states and have been proven bounded,
we conclude that , , 2 remain bounded. This
leads to the boundedness of and by definition.
Thus, the states of the overall system (29) are proven
bounded.

b) System (30) for case 2)
As stated in case 2), after proving the bounded-

ness of and , we cannot proceed to prove
the boundedness of because as can be seen from
(39) and (40), is also a function of , where

, and have not been
proven bounded yet. According to (72), we know that

( in this step), which means that we can
prove the boundedness of of the second subsystem
in first. (From (40), it is clear that is a function
of , , , which have been proven bounded
already). This will lead to the boundedness of by
definition.

By using (72), we find that , which
means that we can prove the boundedness of and

. From (51) and (50), we can see that is bounded
because it is a function of , , , and ,
which have all been proven bounded. The boundedness
of will lead to the boundedness of by definition.
However, we cannot prove the boundedness of and

in this step, because we still need to prove the bound-
edness of the state variable first. By using (72) again,
we have and . At this time,
we can prove the boundedness of (40) and (51),
and subsequently, and simultaneously. There-
fore, the states of the overall system (30) are proven
bounded. The sequence of the state variables being proven
bounded is shown as follows:

Remark 3.3: In the above analysis, it can be seen from
(69)–(71) that the size of depends on , , and all
design parameters. Since there is no analytical result in the
NN literature to quantify the relationship of the NN node
numbers , the ideal neural network weights , and the
bounding approximation error , an explicit expression of
the stability condition is not available at present. However, it
is clear that: i) increasing might lead to larger , and
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subsequently larger , and increasing will reduce ,
and subsequently , thus, increasing will lead to smaller

; ii) decreasing will help to reduce , and increasing
the NN node number will help to reduce , both of which
will help to reduce the size of .

IV. ADAPTIVE NEURAL CONTROL OF PARTIALLY KNOWN

MIMO SYSTEMS

Note that in Section III, adaptive neural controller (62) is de-
signed for general system (28), where all the terms
and ( and ) are unknown
nonlinear functions. Additional a priori information about the
systems could not be fully exploited/utilized, say, con-
tain LIP terms, and ( and ) are
unknown constants. In this section, we consider a special case
of partially known MIMO system in the following block-tri-
angular form shown in (75) at the bottom of the page where

, are the states of the th subsystem,

with
( and ) represents the state variables
of the whole system, and are the system inputs
and outputs, respectively; are unknown smooth func-
tions, and are known smooth nonlinear func-
tions, and are unknown constant parameters, , ,
and are positive integers, and is the order dif-
ference between the th and th subsystems, as discussed in Re-
mark 1.

System (75), shown at the bottom of the page, has
unknown nonlinear functions , parametric uncertainties

, , and known nonlinear functions and .
This problem formulation is very general in the sense that any
a priori information represented by and , which
may be available through the laws of physics, properties of
materials, or any identification methods, can be employed and
incorporated into the controller design.

The control objective here is to design adaptive neural
controller for system (75) such that: i) all the signals in
the closed-loop remain semiglobally uniformly ultimately
bounded; ii) the output follows the desired trajectories
generated from the smooth, bounded reference model (31);
and iii) the overparametrization problem [7] caused by the
parametric uncertainties and in adaptive backstepping
is avoided without using tuning functions [8].

For the control of the partially known MIMO system (75),
we make the following assumption as commonly being done in
the literature.

Assumption 4.1: The signs of unknown constants
are known, and there exist constants

such that .
The above assumption implies that are strictly either pos-

itive or negative constants. Without losing generality, we shall
assume .

For the th subsystem of the MIMO nonlinear system (75),
we design for each subsystem a full state feedback controller
as follows. The closed-loop stability can be proved as a whole,
which is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1

(76)

with Coordinate transformation

(77)

Virtual control functions

(78)

(79)

NN inputs

(80)

(81)

(82)

(75)
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Intermediate variable

(83)

and Adaptation laws

(84)

where are design constants, RBF NNs
are used to approximate the unknown

functions in the controller design, with being the es-

timates to , is an
unknown constant vector with being the estimates to ,

is a known function vector,

, , ,

are design constants, , .
The following theorem shows the stability and control per-

formance of the closed-loop adaptive systems.
Theorem 4.1: Consider the closed-loop system consisting of

the plant (75), the reference model (31), the controller (76) and
the NN weight updating laws (84). Then, for bounded initial
conditions, there exists sufficiently large compact sets ,

, such that for all
; all signals in the closed-loop system remain bounded;

and the tracking errors converge to a compact set whose size
can be reduced by appropriately choosing design parameters.

Proof: Theorem 4.1 can be proved following the similar
procedures of Theorem 3.1 for system in Section III. In the
following, we will mainly describe the differences of the design
procedures of from that of .

Step 1: The derivative of is

(85)

By viewing as a virtual control input, apparently there exists
a desired feedback control

where is introduced as a new
unknown constant vector, and as
a known function vector. Note that because of the introduction
of , we only need to estimate rather than .

For uniformity of presentation, let
denote the unknown function of , where

. By employing a RBF

neural network to approximate ,
can be expressed as

.
Since and are unknown, cannot be realized in

practice. Choose as in (78), we have

(86)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

(87)

By using (86) and (84), and with some completion of squares
and straightforward derivation similar to those employed in Sec-
tion III, the derivative of becomes

(88)

where is a design constant.
Step : The derivative of

is

(89)

By viewing as a virtual control input to stabilize the
-subsystem, there exists a desired feedback con-

trol

(90)

where is a function of
, , and .

Thus, can be expressed as

(91)
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with as given in (83). Then, is

(92)

where is an unknown constant
vector, is a known function
vector.

Let

(93)

denote the unknown function in , where is given in
(80). By employing a RBF neural network to
approximate , can be expressed as

Remark 4.1: Note that in this step, the parametric uncer-
tainties and have been combined
into the unknown term which is to be approximated
by neural network . By doing so, there is no
need to estimate and repeat-
edly in the controller, which is known as overparametrization
[7], or to use tuning functions to deal with the partial derivative
terms [8]. Therefore, the overparametrization problem in adap-
tive backstepping design is avoided without using tuning func-
tions.

Since and are unknown, cannot be realized
in practice. Choose as in (79), we have

(94)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

(95)

By using (94) and (84), and with some completion of squares
and straightforward derivation similar to those employed in Sec-
tion III, the derivative of becomes

(96)

Step : This is the final step. The derivative of is

(97)

To stabilize the subsystem, there exists a de-
sired feedback control

(98)

where is a function of , ,
and . Thus, can be

expressed as

(99)

with given in (83). Then, is given by

(100)

where is an unknown constant

vector, is a known func-
tion vector.
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For the desired feedback control , let

(101)

where is given in (82). By employing a RBF neural net-
work to approximate , can be
expressed as

Choose the adaptive neural controller as in (76), we have

(102)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

(103)

By using (102) and (84), and with some completion of squares
and straightforward derivation similar to those employed in Sec-
tion III, the derivative of becomes

(104)

where
.

If we choose such that , ,
where is a positive constant, and choose ,

and , such that ,

, , then from (104) we
have the following

(105)

Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be shown that:
i) all the variables in the closed-loop, including the states ,
the parameter estimates , the weight estimates and
the control , , , remain uniformly
bounded and ii) the states and parameter estimation errors con-
verge to compact sets whose sizes can be reduced by choosing
appropriate design parameters.

Remark 4.2: Compare the controller design for systems
and , we notice that the dimensions of the input variables

of NNs in (80)–(82) for system are one less than that in
(39), (50), (61) for system , respectively. Therefore, due to the
exponentially increasing number of NN nodes with respect to
NN inputs, much less neurons may be needed to approximate the
unknown function for the adaptive neural control of
system . This can be regarded as one benefit obtained from
the a priori information and the affine terms in system .

On the other hand, the complicated backstepping controller,
which is mainly caused by the analytical derivation using
tuning functions [8], is much simplified. With the help of NN
approximation, the parametric uncertainties
and in system have been combined into
the unknown term , which can be approximated by
neural network . By doing so, there is no need
to estimate and repeatedly in
the controller design, which is known as overparametrization
[7], or to use tuning functions to deal with the partial derivative
terms [8].

V. SIMULATION STUDIES

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the de-
veloped adaptive NN controller is applied to the following fairly
complicated MIMO nonlinear system: (see (106) at the bottom
of the page). The reference model is taken as the famous van der
Pol oscillator [40]

.
(107)

As shown in [40], the phase-plane trajectories of the van der
Pol oscillator, starting from an initial state other than , ap-
proach a limit cycle when .

.

(106)
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Fig. 2. Output y (\-") follows reference y (\–").

The control objective is to design controller for system
such that: i) all the signals in the closed-loop system remain
bounded, and ii) the output , of system follows
the desired trajectory , generated from the van der
Pol oscillator.

Clearly, system is in the block-triangular form (28) and
satisfy Assumptions 2–3. As system consists of two second
order subsystems , the adaptive NN controllers
for both subsystems are chosen according to (62) as follows:

(108)

where , , and

with

and NN weights , , are updated by (55)
as

(109)

In practice, the selection of the centers and widths of RBF
has a great influence on the performance of the designed
controller. According to [11], Gaussian RBF NNs arranged on
a regular lattice on can uniformly approximate sufficiently
smooth functions on closed, bounded subsets. Accordingly,
in the following simulation studies, the centers and widths
are chosen on a regular lattice in the respective compact sets.
Specifically, neural networks contains 27
nodes (i.e., ), with centers evenly
spaced in , and widths

. Neural networks
contains 2187 nodes (i.e., ), with centers

evenly spaced in
,

and widths . As the number of
nodes increases, it is desirable to assign the centers auto-
matically rather than mannually. This can be easily done
using nested multiloops similar to the assignments of on
page 361 of [4]. Neural networks contains
27 nodes (i.e., ), with centers
evenly spaced in
and widths . Neural networks

contains 6567 nodes (i.e., ),
with centers evenly spaced in

, and widths
. The design parameters of the
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Fig. 3. Output y (\-") follows reference y (\–").

Fig. 4. States x (\-") and x (\–").

above controller are , , ,
, ,

. The initial condi-

tions
and . The initial weights

.
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Fig. 5. L norms of the NN weights: Ŵ (\-"), Ŵ (\--"), Ŵ (\ � � � "), Ŵ (\-").

Fig. 6. Control torque u .

Figs. 2–7 show the simulation results of applying controller
(108) to system (106) for tracking desired signal ,

with . From Figs. 1 and 2, it can be seen that

fairly good tracking performance is obtained. The boundedness
of other system states , , NN weights , , ,

and control signals , are shown in Figs. 3–6, respec-
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Fig. 7. Control torque u .

tively. As for each input variable to the neural network, only
three nodes are selected, it is by any standard very sparse and
rough. Control performance will become better if the size of the
neural network is increased.

Simulation study for system can be conducted similarly,
and it is ommitted here for clarity. However, as the system order
increases, there will be more inputs to the neural networks. For
example, according to (50), there are 12 inputs for the neural
network in total. Suppose that there are at least
three evenly spaced centers for each input, the neural network

contains at least nodes, which
requires large computational power and is a restriction for
real-time implementation. Further studies are needed to be
carried to solve this problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, adaptive neural control schemes have been
proposed for two classes of uncertain MIMO nonlinear systems
in block-triangular forms. By exploiting the special structure
properties of the two classes of MIMO systems and , the
developed schemes avoid the controller singularity problem
completely without using projection algorithms. With the help
of NNs to approximate all the uncertain nonlinear functions
in the controllers design, the developed schemes achieve
semiglobal uniform ultimate boundedness of all the signals in
the closed-loop of MIMO nonlinear systems. The outputs of the
systems are proven to converge to small neighborhoods of the
desired trajectories. The control performance of the closed-loop
system is guaranteed by suitably choosing the design parame-
ters. The proposed scheme can be applied to uncertain MIMO

nonlinear systems without repeating the complex controller
design procedure for different system nonlinearities.
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